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Abstract

Recent years have seen a flourishing of Natural Language Processing models that

can mimic many aspects of human language fluency. These models harness a simple,

decades-old idea: It is possible to learn a lot about word meanings just from expo-

sure to language, because words similar in meaning are used in language in similar

ways. The successes of these models raise the intriguing possibility that exposure to

word use in language also shapes the word knowledge that children amass during

development. However, this possibility is strongly challenged by the fact that mod-

els use language input and learning mechanisms that may be unavailable to children.

Across three studies, we found that unrealistically complex input and learning mecha-

nisms are unnecessary. Instead, simple regularities of word use in children’s language

input that they have the capacity to learn can foster knowledge about word meanings.

Thus, exposure to language may play a simple but powerful role in children’s growing

word knowledge.
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Research Highlights

∙ Natural Language Processing (NLP) models can learn that words are similar in

meaning from higher-order statistical regularities of word use.

∙ Unlike NLP models, infants and children may primarily learn only simple co-

occurrences betweenwords.

∙ We show that infants’ and children’s language input is rich in simple co-occurrence

that can support learning similarities in meaning betweenwords.

∙ We find that simple co-occurrences can explain infants’ and children’s knowledge

that words are similar in meaning.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Starting in infancy, children begin to amass vocabularies that rapidly

grow to contain tens of thousands of words. For decades, efforts to

understand how children accomplish this feat have largely focused

on how children map individual words to their meanings (e.g., Mark-

man & Wachtel, 1988; Smith & Yu, 2008; Tomasello & Farrar, 1986).

However, child word learning is all the more remarkable for going

beyond individual mappings. Instead, children amass vocabularies that

are semantically organized according to similarities in meaning between

words (Arias-Trejo & Plunkett, 2013; Bergelson & Aslin, 2017). Such

organization is a key aspect of word knowledge that plays fundamental

roles in human language fluency, including in comprehension andword

learning (Borovsky et al., 2016; Hutchison, 2003; Nation & Snowling,

1999; Neuman et al., 2011; Ouellette, 2006; Sahlgren, 2008). How do

children acquire such richly organized word knowledge?

In principle, mere exposure to words in language is a viable source

for semantically organized word knowledge because words with simi-

lar meanings tend to be used in language in similar ways (Harris, 1954;

Landauer&Dumais, 1997;Miller&Charles, 1991; Rubenstein&Good-

enough, 1965). Specifically, words similar in meaning such as “apple”

and “banana” tend to be used in similar contexts of other words (hence-

forth similar contexts), as in “I’d like an apple for my snack” and “I’d

like a banana for my snack”. The simple idea that regularities of word

use can be informative about word meanings is commonly referred to

as the distributional hypothesis (Figure 1). In recent years, the poten-

tial power of this idea has been amply demonstrated by distributional

semantics models that successfully harness regularities of word use

to capture the systematic similarities in meaning that organize human

word knowledge (e.g., Jones & Mewhort, 2007; Landauer & Dumais,

1997; Lund & Burgess, 1996; Melamud et al., 2016; Mikolov et al.,

2013; Pennington et al., 2014). Given these successes, do regularities

of word use represent a viable source for semantically organized word

knowledge during human development?

This possibility provides a promising explanation of howmere expo-

sure to languagemayplay a powerful role in the semantically organized

word knowledge that begins to develop in infancy (Borovsky & Elman,

2006; Ervin, 1961; Landauer & Dumais, 1997; Sloutsky et al., 2017).

This explanation has the advantage of being simultaneously simple and

broad in scope. The breadth of the distributional hypothesis comes

from its ability to account for learning similarity in meaning between

F IGURE 1 According to the distributional hypothesis, it is
possible to learn that words such as “apple” and “banana” or “happy”
and “sad” are similar in meaning because by tracking their
co-occurrence with other words, and extrapolating that they occur
similar contexts of other words.

any words encountered in language. This breadth contrasts with the

popular proposal that similarity inmeaning is learned based on the fea-

tures that referents of words share, such as learning that “apple” and

“banana” are similar because they both are sweet and have skins (Hills

et al., 2009; Imai et al., 1994; McClelland & Rogers, 2003; Peters &

Borovsky, 2019; Smith et al., 2002). Although such observable features

may indeed provide one important source for semantically organized

word knowledge, they are primarily useful for learning similarity in

meaning between concrete nouns that denote objects with similar fea-

tures. Therefore, in contrast with the distributional hypothesis, these

accounts cannot explain learning similarity in meaning between many

other words, such as “happy” and “sad” or “now” and “today”. In addi-

tion to its breadth, the distributional hypothesis also has the simplicity

of positing that learning similarity in meaning comes from exposure to

language. Thus, this route avoids the need to assume that developing

humans only learn similarities inmeaning betweenwords because they

are pre-equipped with sophisticated abstract knowledge that there

are systematic similarities in meaning between words (cf. Markman &

Hutchinson, 1984; Xu & Tenenbaum, 2007).

This potential explanatory power has prompted some proposals

that semantically organized word knowledge emerges from exposure

to regularities of word use (e.g., Borovsky et al., 2012; Ervin, 1961;

Fourtassi, 2020; Frermann & Lapata, 2015; Huebner & Willits, 2018;

Landauer & Dumais, 1997; Sloutsky et al., 2017; Tamis-LeMonda et al.,

2019). However, these proposals have overlooked the fact that for reg-

ularities of word use to provide a viable explanation of the development

of semantically organized word knowledge, semantically-informative

regularities that young children have the capacity to learn must be

present in their language input. Moreover, these regularities must be

able to account for the semantic organization that is acquired during

human development.

As discussed below, prior demonstrations that semantic organiza-

tion can emerge from exposure to regularities have not met these

requirements. First, many such demonstrations have harnessed lan-

guage input unavailable to young children, such as text from books or

websites (Jones & Mewhort, 2007; Landauer & Dumais, 1997; Lund &

Burgess, 1996;Mikolovet al., 2013;Penningtonet al., 2014).Moreover,

even the demonstrations that have harnessed language input avail-

able to children (Asr et al., 2016; Fourtassi et al., 2019; Frermann &

Lapata, 2015; Huebner & Willits, 2018) have assumed that children

possess learning mechanisms that may in fact remain immature for

much of development. Specifically, such demonstrations have assumed

that children have the capacity to learn that words are similar in

meaning by tracking their co-occurrences with other words (solid blue

lines in Figure 1) and extrapolating that they occur in similar contexts

(dashed pink lines in Figure 1). For example, children are assumed to

have the capacity to learn that “apple” and “banana” are similar based

on hearing about having apples as a “snack” on one day, and bananas

as a “snack” on another. Critically, this assumption is undermined by

several lines of evidence reviewed below, which instead suggest that

this capacitymatures only gradually over the course of development. If

the distributional hypothesis can only account for the development of

semantically organizedword knowledgeby assuming access to input or
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learning mechanisms that young learners do not possess, then it is not

a viable developmental account.

In what follows, we first highlight these challenges to the distribu-

tional hypothesis as a developmental account.We thenpresent a series

of studies that investigate whether the development of semantically

organized word knowledge can emerge from regularities of word use

given only the input and learning mechanisms known to be available

during development.

1.1 Challenge 1: State of the input

By four years of age, a child in a high SES family in the US has heard on

average 45 million words, primarily from the people around them (e.g.,

Hart & Risley, 1995). In contrast, demonstrations that semantically

organized word knowledge can emerge from regularities of word use

commonly come from models trained on input that is both much more

extensive and very different from the language children hear, such as

text taken from books, websites, and newspapers (Jones & Mewhort,

2007; Landauer &Dumais, 1997; Lund & Burgess, 1996;Mikolov et al.,

2013; Pennington et al., 2014). Such demonstrations provide little

direct support for the viability of the distributional hypothesis as a

developmental account. This viability instead depends on the pres-

ence of regularities in word use that can support learning similarity in

meaning in children’s language input.

Recent years have seen emerging evidence that the distributional

hypothesis can overcome this challenge. For example, evaluations of

children’s language input such as in Tamis-LeMonda et al. (2019) pro-

vide evidence that words similar in meaning do indeed occur in similar

contexts. Moreover, modeling studies conducted by Asr et al. (2016),

Baroni et al. (2007), Fourtassi et al. (2019), Frermann and Lapata

(2015), Huebner andWillits (2018) and Li et al. (2004) have found that

distributional semantics models trained on corpora of recorded lan-

guage input to children (MacWhinney, 2000) can learn similarities in

meaning between words. These findings thus provide partial support

for the distributional hypothesis as an account of the development of

semantically organized word knowledge.

1.2 Challenge 2: State of the learner

Even if young children receive language input that is rich in

semantically-informative regularities of word use, do they have

the capacity to exploit these regularities? Young learners are indeed

sensitive to the simple regularities withwhichwords co-occur with each

other, such as the co-occurrence of “snack” and “apple” or “snack” and

“banana” (see solid blue lines in Figure 1; Bannard & Matthews, 2008;

Fisher, 2010; Fisher et al., 2011; Matlen et al., 2015; Unger, Savic, &

Sloutsky, 2020; Unger, Vales, & Fisher, 2020; Wojcik & Saffran, 2015).

Evidence from other domains suggests that this involves sensitivity

not just to the frequency with which different inputs co-occur, but the

regularity with which inputs co-occur more with each other than they

do with other inputs (e.g., Aslin et al., 1998; Fiser & Aslin, 2002). How-

ever, efforts to cast the distributional hypothesis as a developmental

account have gone beyond sensitivity to co-occurrence regularities.

Instead, this work has assumed that a learner who can track such co-

occurrences will also collaterally learn similarity between words such

as “apple” and “banana” that occur in similar co-occurrence contexts,

even if they never co-occur with each other (see dashed pink lines in

Figure 1). This assumption is fundamental to distributional semantics

models, which take a variety of forms but all possess mechanisms for

learning similarity in meaning based on occurrence in similar contexts

(for reviews of these mechanisms, see Lenci, 2018; Turney & Pantel,

2010;Willits et al., 2016).

The capacity to learn occurrence in similar contexts requires learn-

ing higher-order regularities that are not taken directly from the input

itself, and instead are extrapolated across entirely different experi-

ences, such as hearing a sentence about having apples as a snack on

one day, and a sentence about bananas as a snack on another. Crit-

ically, the assumption that young learners possess this capacity may

be unfounded.

One line of evidence undermining this assumption comes from stud-

ies showing that even adults struggle to learn that words are related

based only on occurrence in similar contexts (e.g., Frigo & McDonald,

1998; Mintz, 2002; Ouyang et al., 2017). Instead, adults only learned

that words that occurred in similar contexts were related when: (A)

occurrence in similar contexts was correlated with additional cues,

such as when many of the words that occur in similar contexts also

contain the same speech sound, or (B) the contexts consisted of rigid,

multi-word frames, in which the same fixed set of words occurred

both before and after the words that occurred in the same context.

Importantly, many of these studies focused on the problem of learning

relationsbetweenwords in the same grammatical category (suchasnoun

or verb), whichmay indeed bemarked by correlated cues or fixedmulti-

word frames in children’s language input (Mintz, 2003;Monaghanet al.,

2007). In contrast, there is as yet no evidence that these additional

sources of information are available for learning that words are similar

in meaning.

Evidence regarding children’s ability to learn that words are related

based on their occurrence in similar contexts is thin on the ground.

This evidence primarily comes from a handful of studies with infants

(Gerken et al., 2005; Lany & Saffran, 2010, 2011, 2013), in which learn-

ing only occurred when occurrence in similar contexts was correlated

with additional cues. In contrast, one recent series of studies suggests

that the capacity to learn thatwords are similar inmeaning based solely

on their occurrence in similar contexts develops very gradually (Savic

et al., 2022). To study the development of this capacity, these studies

simplified the challenge of learning the occurrence of words in simi-

lar contexts, so that one pair of words occurred in one context, and

another pair of words occurred in a different context. Given these sim-

ple regularities ofword use, adults successfully learned thatwords that

occurred in similar contexts were similar in meaning. In contrast, this

capacity was largely absent in 4-year-old children, and remained well

belowadult levels in7–8-year-old children.Moreover, children’s failure
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to learn occurrence in similar contexts remained even given multiple

days of exposure, suggesting that this ability develops slowly evenwith

extensive exposure and opportunities for consolidation.

This protracteddevelopmental trajectory is corroboratedby studies

of learning analogous regularities in other domains. For example, sev-

eral studies conducted byBauer and colleagues (e.g., Bauer et al., 2020;

Bauer & San Souci, 2010) have investigated children’s capacity to inte-

grate separate facts that are both connected to the same concept, such

as integrating across the facts “dolphins live in groups called pods” and

“dolphins communicate by clicking and squeaking” to learn that “pods

communicate by clicking and squeaking”. In 4-year-old children, evi-

dence of integration is weak and largely dependent on explicit prompts

during a subsequent test. As in Savic et al. (2022)’s studies with words,

the capacity to integrate develops only gradually and remains below

adult levels even in 9-year-old children. Similarly protracted develop-

mental trajectories have beenobserved in studies of formingmemories

that span different experiences (Schlichting et al., 2021, 2017; Shing

et al., 2019). Taken together, these lines of evidence dispute the capac-

ity to learn occurrence in similar contexts assumed in the distributional

hypothesis. By the same token, this evidence leaves the distributional

hypothesis on very shaky footing as a viable developmental account.

1.3 Present research

In principle, exposure to regularities of word use may provide a sim-

ple but powerful source for the development of semantically organized

word knowledge. However, this possibility is challenged by strong

limits on the input and learning mechanisms available during human

development. Can semantically organized word knowledge emerge

from the simple regularities of word use that young children can learn

and are present in their language input?

To answer this question, we investigated the semantic informa-

tion available from regularities of word use in language input to

infants and children (MacWhinney, 2000). Critically, unlike prior eval-

uations of the distributional hypothesis as a developmental account

(Asr et al., 2016; Fourtassi et al., 2019; Frermann & Lapata, 2015;

Huebner & Willits, 2018), we focused on the simple regularity with

which words reliably co-occur with each other. As noted above, the

assumption that children can track these co-occurrences rests on

a solid foundation of evidence (Bannard & Matthews, 2008; Fisher,

2010; Fisher et al., 2011; Matlen et al., 2015; Unger, Savic, & Sloutsky,

2020; Unger, Vales, & Fisher, 2020; Wojcik & Saffran, 2015). More-

over, preliminary evidence suggests that simple co-occurrences play an

important role in early vocabulary growth (Flores et al., 2020). How-

ever, this evidence does not illuminate whether the capacity to track

these simple co-occurrences can support the acquisition of seman-

tically organized vocabularies. The current investigation builds upon

this evidence to evaluate whether simple co-occurrences in children’s

language input can foster the development of semantically organized

word knowledge.

We investigated this question in three studies that harnessed

existing datasets. Study 1 provides a proof-of-principle by evaluating

whether language input to infants and children is rich in simple co-

occurrence regularities that can support learning that words similar in

meaning (such as words for colors, emotions, or vehicles) are related.

Study 2 builds on this proof-of-principle by investigating whether

these simple co-occurrence regularities can account for the semantic

organization that has been documented in early human development

across several prior studies. Finally, Study 3 harnesses a dataset of

word associations across childhood (Wojcik & Kandhadai, 2019) to

investigatewhether co-occurrence regularities can explain the strength

of semantic associations between words across child development.

Findings from all three studies provide robust evidence that even

simple co-occurrence regularities in the language that infants and

children hear can foster the development of semantically organized

word knowledge.

2 METHODS AND RESULTS

2.1 All studies: Co-occurrence in language input
to infants and children

All data and scripts used for the present studies are available on

OSF: https://osf.io/5qajs/?view_only=2378e376a7a44985b97e6296

b7fb2ad3.

All studies used a common measure of co-occurrence regulari-

ties between pairs of words in corpora of recorded and transcribed

language input to infants and children, which we accessed from

the CHILDES database (MacWhinney, 2000). Prior to measuring

co-occurrence regularities, we first followed common corpus pre-

processing procedures, including removing punctuation and standard-

izing morphological variants (e.g., singular and plural forms of nouns

and tenses of verbs) to a single word form using the (Rinker, 2018).

In addition, we manually identified words across all studies that were

variants of a word – e.g., “bike” and “bicycle”, “fridge” and “refrigerator”

– and merged these into a common form. The pre-processed corpora

contained approximately 3Mwords and 11,000word types.

We then measured co-occurrence regularities between pairs of

words in the corpora. The results presented here use a measure called

a “t-score” (Evert, 2008); and we additionally replicated all analyses

and found equivalent results using a Pointwise Mutual Information

measure. These measures, as well as measures of raw co-occurrence

frequencies, are included in the materials on OSF. To avoid confu-

sion with the t-statistic from a Student’s t-test, henceforth we refer

to this score as a “co-score”. Co-scores measure the degree to which

pairs of words co-occur more frequently than would be expected by

chance based on their individual frequencies. To measure the regular-

ity with which a pair of words co-occur, co-scores use the following

co-occurrence frequencies: (1) Co1, the summed frequency of co-

occurrence of word 1 with any other word; (2) Co2, the summed

frequency of co-occurrence of word 2 with any other word, (3) Co12,

the frequency of co-occurrence of word 1 with word 2, and (4) Cototal,

the summed frequencies of co-occurrence of all pairs of words. These

frequencies are first used to calculate the frequency of co-occurrence
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TABLE 1 Example calculation of co-scores.

word1 word2 Co1 Co2 Cototal E12 Co12 co-score

dog cat 363878 284042 224042226 461.33 5016 64.31

dog see 363878 2993292 224042226 4861.55 6048 15.26

betweenwords 1 and 2 expected by chance, E12:

E12 =
Co1 Co2
Cototal

(1)

Co-scores then compare the actual co-occurrence frequency of words

1 and 2 to the frequency expected by chance as follows:

co − score =
Co12 − E12√

Co12
(2)

Table 1 provides an example of these calculations for the regu-

larity with which “dog” co-occurs with “cat” and “see” in an 11-word

window. The frequency with which “dog” co-occurs with “see” is some-

what higher than “cat”. However, because “see” is a frequent word that

co-occurs with many other words, the frequency of its co-occurrence

specifically with “dog” is only modestly higher than would be expected

by chance. In contrast, the co-occurrence with “cat” is substantially

higher thanwould be expected by chance.

We calculated co-scores for co-occurrence in sliding windows of 3,

7, and 11 words (which could span language input identified as differ-

ent utterances in the CHILDES corpora). Eachwindow size implements

a constraint on how close together words must co-occur for a hypo-

thetical child to learn that they are semantically related. The purpose

of including multiple windows was to remain agnostic about the dis-

tance across which children can track co-occurrences (see e.g., Hills

et al., 2010, for evidence that multiple window sizes may be relevant

for capturing child word knowledge). We thus tested whether findings

in each study were consistent across such constraints.

2.2 Study 1

Study 1 was designed to provide a proof-of-principle by investigating

whether language input to infants and children contains simple co-

occurrence regularities that can support learning that words similar in

meaning are related. We first identified words similar in meaning as

words belonging to the same semantic category, such as words for col-

ors, and then assessed whether words in the same semantic category

tend to regularly co-occur.

2.2.1 Semantic categories

We adapted semantic categories from the categories used in the

MacArthur-Bates Communicative Index (MCDI) (Fenson et al., 2007;

Frank et al., 2016), awidely-usedmeasure of thewords that infants and

children know. The MCDI includes words from multiple grammatical

classes (including nouns, adjectives, and verbs), divided into categories

such as words for animals or clothes. However, some categories, such

as “descriptive words”, are very broad and are not clearly semantic

categories of words similar in meaning. We therefore modified some

broad categories into more semantically coherent categories, such as

“color words”. All modified categories were normed with adults to

confirm that adults judged them to be semantically coherent cate-

gories of words similar in meaning (see Supplemental Materials). In

addition, we supplemented the words in theMCDI with words belong-

ing to these categories that occurred frequently (at least 100 times)

in CHILDES corpora. To support the generalizability of findings, the

selected 27 semantic categories came frommultiple grammatical cate-

gories, including nouns (e.g., animals), adjectives (e.g., colors), and verbs

(e.g., locomotion verbs).

2.2.2 Co-occurrence regularities in semantic
categories

Our analysis assessed the degree to which words in the same seman-

tic category tend to reliably co-occur. First, we generated a “co-

occurrence density” measure of reliable co-occurrence within a set of

words.We calculated co-occurrence density as the proportion of word

pairs within a set that had a co-score above a certain cutoff value.

For analyses presented here, we used a cutoff of 1 standard deviation

above the mean (see Supplemental Materials for similar results for a

2 standard deviation-cutoff). Co-occurrence density ranged from 0 to

1, such that higher values indicate that a higher proportion of words

within a set reliably co-occur.

Next, we used a bootstrap approach to evaluate whether words in

the same semantic category co-occur more reliably (i.e., have higher

co-occurrence densities) than words from different categories. In this

approach, wemeasured co-occurrence density within a semantic cate-

gory, and compared it to co-occurrence densities for 1000 “matched”

sets of words sampled from across categories. The matched sets for

a semantic category contained the same number of words as the

category, but sampled across categories so that the sampled words

matched the category words in log frequency in CHILDES corpora. To

match sampledwords in log frequency,we calculated the log frequency

of each word in the CHILDES corpus and divided these values into

quantiles. For agivencategory,we thencalculated thenumberofwords

in each quantile, and generated a log frequency-matched set of random

words by sampling the same number of words in each quantile across

categories. Finally, after samplingmatched sets ofwords,we calculated

the difference in co-occurrence density between a semantic category
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Vocal (8; say talk sing)

Vehicles (16; car truck train)

Toys (15; ball blocks game)

Time Words (13; now time today)

Sensory (8; see look watch)

Room (8; room kitchen bathroom)

Profession (9; doctor teacher policeman)

Places (26; house work school)

People (10; baby boy girl)

Outside (12; street slide swing)

Numbers (24; two three five)
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F IGURE 2 Each distribution depicts the distribution of differences in co-occurrence density betweenwords in a semantic category, versus
frequency-matched samples of words. Values greater than 0 indicate higher co-occurrence densities within a semantic category than
frequency-matched samples of words. For themajority of categories and across window sizes, words from the same semantic category co-occur
more reliably than sets of wordsmatched in frequency. Thus, co-occurrence regularities capture similarity in meaning betweenwords from the
same semantic category.

and each of its matched sets, such that values greater than 0 indicate

thatwords in the semantic category co-occurmore reliably thanwords

in different categories. We inferred that words in the same category

tend to reliably co-occur when more than 95% of these differences

were greater than 0.

Figure 2 shows distributions of difference values for each cate-

gory and window size. These graphs show a consistent tendency for

words from the same semantic category to reliably co-occur in chil-

dren’s language input. The fewexceptions consistedof household items

and locomotion verbs in a window of 11 words, and sensory verbs in a

window of 3 words (see Supplemental Materials for all statistics and

for results of a complementary analysis of the degree to which words

tend to co-occur with words from the same category). Thus, across

many semantic categories, even simple co-occurrence regularities in

children’s language input can support learning that words similar in

meaning are related. For example, to learn that words for different

vehicles are related, it is sufficient to be sensitive to the regularity with

which these words co-occur with each other.

2.3 Study 2

A number of prior studies have found that even as infants and tod-

dlers are beginning to learn words, the word knowledge they acquire
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is becoming semantically organized (Arias-Trejo & Plunkett, 2013;

Bergelson & Aslin, 2017; Chow et al., 2017; Delle Luche et al., 2014;

Nguyen, 2007; Rämä et al., 2013; Sirri & Rämä, 2015; Styles & Plun-

kett, 2009;Willits et al., 2013). For example, BergelsonandAslin (2017)

provided evidence that words similar in meaning are linked even in

the very early lexicons of 6-month-old infants. The results of Study

1 point to the possibility that this semantic organization may come

from co-occurrence regularities in the language input to young learn-

ers. However, these results do not illuminate whether co-occurrence

regularities can account for the semantic organization that has actually

been recorded in early development. Indeed, many of the studies that

have investigated early semantic organization have sought to eliminate

this possibility. Specifically, these studies have controlled for “associ-

ation strength”, an indirect measure of co-occurrence based on the

degree to which normative samples of participants (typically adults)

tend to respond with one word when prompted with another in a free

association task.

In Study 2, we therefore investigated whether co-occurrence reg-

ularities can account for the semantic organization that has been

recorded in early human development. To conduct this investigation,

we identified published studies that assessed early semantic organi-

zation based on infants’ and toddlers’ ability to differentiate between

semantically related versus unrelated items. Ideally, we would then

test whether the degree to which words reliably co-occur predicts the

degree to which infants and toddlers know that they are semantically

related (though it is worth noting that such a test would be compli-

cated by the noisiness of infant and toddler data and the small sets

of items used in most prior studies). However, the majority of pub-

lished studies do not provide this item-level information. Therefore,

we evaluated whether co-occurrence regularities could account for

this differentiation by assessing whether semantically related items

used in these studies also co-occurred more reliably than unrelated

items.

To anticipate our findings, co-occurrence regularities consistently

differentiated between semantically related and unrelated words

across all studies. Moreover, this result transpired even for studies

that were designed to control for co-occurrence by controlling for

association strength.

2.3.1 Selection of studies

For Study 2, we identified any prior study that investigated infants’

and/or toddlers’ ability to differentiate between semantically related

versus unrelated items. Of these studies, we focused on studies that

investigated semantic knowledge within a single language. In addition,

we included only studies for which we were able to identify stimuli,

either from the original paper or by contacting the authors (Arias-Trejo

& Plunkett, 2013; Bergelson & Aslin, 2017; Chow et al., 2017; Delle

Luche et al., 2014;Nguyen, 2007;Rämäet al., 2013; Sirri &Rämä, 2015;

Styles & Plunkett, 2009; Willits et al., 2013). Stimuli for all studies are

available onOSF.

2.3.2 Analysis approach

Analyses compared co-occurrence between items in semantically

related (e.g., “hand”–“foot”) versus unrelated (e.g., “hand”–“frog”) con-

ditions. Because most prior studies used small sets of items, we used

permutation tests to conduct this comparison. The implementation of

this analysis varied according to the design of the prior study being

evaluated, as described below.

2.3.3 Design 1: Related versus unrelated
conditions

Some studies assessed the degree to which participants perceived

various items as related, and compared this measure in semanti-

cally related versus unrelated conditions. For example, Willits et al.

(2013) compared the amount of time that 24-month-old infants spent

listening to semantically related versus unrelated word pairs.

For these studies, we simply calculated the t-statistic (i.e., the test

statistic from a Student’s t-test) for the difference in co-occurrence

between items in semantically related versus unrelated conditions.We

then compared this value to t-statistics for permuted samples in which

the condition labels were shuffled. We inferred that co-occurrence

regularities differentiated between semantically related and unrelated

conditions when the t-statistic for the true conditions was greater

than at least 95% of the t-statistics for the shuffled conditions. Co-

occurrence differentiated between semantically related and unrelated

conditions across all studies (Figure 3a).

2.3.4 Design 2: Preference for a related target

The second type of design involved presenting participants with one

item as a prompt and assessing whether they showed some form of

preference for a related target over one or more unrelated distrac-

tors. For example Chow et al. (2017) assessed whether hearing a

word prime such as “boat” prompted 24–30– month-old participants

to look more at a picture of a semantically related target item such as

“train”, versus unrelated distractor items such as “hat”. For these stud-

ies, we calculated a co-occurrence-based preference for the related

target. Specifically, we calculated the degree to which the prompt

item co-occurred more with the related target versus the unrelated

distractor(s) using the Luce choice rule:

Preference(target) =
co − scoreprompt∕target

co − scoreprompt∕target + co − scoreprompt∕distractor(s)
(3)

We then calculated a t-statistic comparing this co-occurrence-based

preference to chance (e.g., to .5 for studies with one target and

one distractor). Finally, we compared this t-statistic to t-statistics for

permuted samples in which the related target and unrelated distrac-

tor labels were shuffled within trials. In all studies, co-occurrence

predicted a significant preference for the related target (Figure 3b).
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F IGURE 3 Co-occurrence regularities (co-scores) differentiate between semantically related and unrelated conditions. This finding was
consistent across studies that used Design 1 (panel a), 2 (panel b) or 3 (panel c). Similarly, this finding transpired regardless of whether the study
controlled for association strength (indicated in subtitles).

2.3.5 Design 3: Effect of a related versus
unrelated prime on preference for a named target

The final design comes from eye tracking studies in which participants

saw a target and a distractor (e.g., sock and spoon), and heard the

label of the target (e.g., “sock”). Critically, prior to the target label, par-

ticipants heard a semantically related (e.g., “coat”) or unrelated (e.g.,

“cat”) prime word. Thus, semantic knowledge was assessed based on

greater preferential looking at the labeled target versus the distrac-

tor when the label was preceded by a semantically related versus

unrelated prime. This design is a combination of Designs 1 and 2,

and our analysis combined our approaches for these designs. We first

used the Luce choice rule equation above (Equation 3) to calculate

a co-occurrence-based preference for the target in the semantically
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F IGURE 4 Relationship between association strength and co-scores across window sizes and age groups, depicted as partial correlations
between these variables. Partial correlations were calculated while controlling for the log frequency of the response word, as in the analyses. As
depicted in these graphs, co-scores predict association strength (recorded in theWojcik & Kandhadai, 2019 dataset) across development,
including associations betweenwords similar in meaning.

related and in the unrelated prime conditions. Next, we calculated a

t-statistic for the difference in preference between the semantically

related and unrelated conditions, and compared this t-statistic to t-

statistics calculated for permuted samples in which condition labels

were shuffled (Figure 3c). This analysis revealed that co-occurrence

predicted the greater preference for the target in semantically related

versus unrelated conditions.

2.4 Study 3

Study 2 provided evidence that co-occurrence regularities can explain

prior evidence of semantically organized word knowledge early in

development. Study 3 went a step further to investigate whether

co-occurrence regularities can explain not only a binary distinction

between semantically related and unrelated words, but can moreover

account for the strength of semantic relations betweenwords.

To accomplish this goal, Study 3 harnessed a dataset of spontaneous

associations between words in children aged 3–7 years and adults

(Wojcik & Kandhadai, 2019). This dataset was collected by prompt-

ing participants to respond to “cue” words with the first word that

came to their minds. Cue words spannedmultiple grammatical classes,

including nouns, verbs, and adjectives. Free association data can be

used to calculate the association strength between cue-responseword

pairs. Association strength is the proportion of participants who pro-

duced a response word to a cue word out of the total responses to

the cue across all participants. Accordingly, we assessed whether co-

occurrence predicts association strength between words. Following

Wojcik and Kandhadai (2019), we assessed whether co-occurrence

predicts association strength in younger children (3–5 years), older

children (6–7 years),and adults. Importantly, we assessed this pre-

diction both for all associations, and for just responses coded by

the researchers as “paradigmatic” – that is, as a response similar in

meaning to the cue, such as “stand” in response to “sit”. To antici-

pate our results, we found that co-occurrence predicted association

strength across development, including for words similar in meaning

(Figure 4).

Our analyses used linear mixed effects models (Bates et al., 2015)

with association strength as the outcome variable, co-occurrence and

its interaction with age group as predictor variables, and a random

intercept for cue word. To test whether the association strength of

responses to cues was predicted by their co-occurrence with cues

above and beyond their frequency, models also included the log fre-

quency of the response word in CHILDES corpora and its interaction

with age as predictors. For all window sizes, co-occurrence was a sig-

nificant predictor (all ps < .0001), and did not interact with age (all

ps > .12) (models including co-occurrence also outperformed base-

line models including just response log frequency; all ps < .0001).

Moreover, this result transpired when analyses were restricted to only

responses coded as paradigmatic, and responses to noun, adjective, or

verb cues (see Table 2 for full results). Thus, co-occurrence regularities

robustly predict spontaneous associations between words from early

in development onward, including associations between words similar

in meaning.

2.4.1 Co-occurrence regularities versus alternative
predictors

As explained in the Introduction, the current research focused on the

regularity with which words co-occur with each other (operationalized

as co-scores) based on evidence that humans learn these regularities

even early in development. To further evaluate the role of these reg-

ularities, we conducted two sets of analyses that compared co-scores

as predictors of association strength to alternative predictors. The full

results of these analyses are reported in SupplementalMaterials. First,

in line with the evidence reviewed above that children may struggle to

learn occurrence in similar contexts compared to simple co-occurrence

regularities, we found that co-scores were a more robust predictor of

association strength than one of the multiple measures of occurrence
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TABLE 2 Fixed effects in linear mixed effects models. Results are reported as 𝜒2 (df) and p-values.

Dataset Window Co-Occur Freq Co-Occur*Age Freq*Age

Full 3 88.612(1),<.0001 14.444(1),<.0001 0.828(2), 0.661 195.846(2),<.0001

Full 7 141.566(1),<.0001 6.812(1), 0.009 3.116(2), 0.211 189.271(2),<.0001

Full 11 162.744(1),<.0001 4.889(1), 0.027 4.278(2), 0.118 187.985(2),<.0001

Paradigmatic 3 45.9(1),<.0001 12.024(1), 0.001 0.715(2), 0.699 42.668(2),<.0001

Paradigmatic 7 56.625(1),<.0001 6.758(1), 0.009 0.252(2), 0.882 36.44(2),<.0001

Paradigmatic 11 60.445(1),<.0001 5.501(1), 0.019 0.413(2), 0.814 35.305(2),<.0001

Noun 3 65.356(1),<.0001 1.749(1), 0.186 1.115(2), 0.573 85.864(2),<.0001

Noun 7 87.415(1),<.0001 0.392(1), 0.531 1.95(2), 0.377 87.47(2),<.0001

Noun 11 93.904(1),<.0001 0.192(1), 0.662 2.567(2), 0.277 88.687(2),<.0001

Verb 3 6.19(1), 0.013 7.69(1), 0.006 3.192(2), 0.203 93.305(2),<.0001

Verb 7 14.219(1),<.0001 5.001(1), 0.025 2.507(2), 0.286 90.621(2),<.0001

Verb 11 17.142(1),<.0001 4.168(1), 0.041 2.624(2), 0.269 89.684(2),<.0001

Adjective 3 32.445(1),<.0001 1.08(1), 0.299 1.802(2), 0.406 38.062(2),<.0001

Adjective 7 50.07(1),<.0001 0.169(1), 0.681 4.731(2), 0.094 35.772(2),<.0001

Adjective 11 55.182(1),<.0001 0.073(1), 0.787 5.661(2), 0.059 35.53(2),<.0001

in similar contexts commonly used in distributional semantics mod-

els (cosine similarity). Second, in line with evidence that humans track

the regularity with which inputs co-occur with each other rather than

mere co-occurrence frequencies, we found that co-scores were also a

better predictor than raw co-occurrence frequencies. These findings

further support the viability of co-occurrence regularities as a source

for semantically organized word knowledge.

3 GENERAL DISCUSSION

As children learn words, the word knowledge they acquire becomes

semantically organized. Regularities of word use provide a promis-

ing potential source for such organized word knowledge. However,

prior demonstrations that semantically organized word knowledge

can emerge from regularities of use (Asr et al., 2016; Fourtassi,

2020; Fourtassi et al., 2019; Frermann & Lapata, 2015; Huebner &

Willits, 2018; Jones & Mewhort, 2007; Landauer & Dumais, 1997;

Lund & Burgess, 1996) have harnessed input or learning mecha-

nisms that may be unavailable to young children. The present stud-

ies therefore provide crucial new evidence that semantic organiza-

tion can emerge from even simple co-occurrence regularities that

infants and children can learn and that are present in their language

input.

Study 1 demonstrated that words similar in meaning (such as words

for animals) tend to reliably co-occur in infants’ and children’s’ language

input. Study 2 showed that these regularities are not only available in

language input, but can account for the semantic organization of word

knowledge observed in early development. Finally, in Study3,we found

that co-occurrence regularities can account for the strength of seman-

tic associations between words throughout development. Together,

these findings highlight how the development of semantically orga-

nized word knowledge may emerge from young children’s everyday

experiences with language.

3.1 Synergies with other sources of word
knowledge

The present studies focused on the development of word knowl-

edge that captures similarities in meaning. This is a vital aspect of

word knowledge because it turns what would otherwise be a jum-

ble of random words into an organized mental lexicon. Accordingly,

word knowledge that is organized according to similarity in mean-

ing plays vital roles in language processes such as comprehension

(Landi & Perfetti, 2007; Nation & Snowling, 1999) and learning new

words (Borovsky et al., 2016; Neuman & Dwyer, 2011; Neuman et al.,

2011; Sloutsky et al., 2017). The present findings provide evidence

that children’s early emerging abilities to track simple co-occurrence

regularities are a viable source for developing semantically organized

word knowledge.

However, children develop in an environment that is rich in lin-

guistic and perceptual information. Synergies between co-occurrence

and other sources of input may be vital in the development of seman-

tic knowledge about words. One such synergy is that co-occurrence

betweenwordsmay provide an important route for generalizing knowl-

edge about word referents, such as generalizing information learned

about the referents of the word “apple” to the word “banana”. Indeed,

there is evidence that young children generalize what they learn about

the referent of one word to the referent of another with which it co-

occurs (Fisher, 2010; Fisher et al., 2011; Matlen et al., 2015; Ngo et al.,

2021).

Another key synergybetween co-occurrence andother sourcesmay

be to provide converging cues to semantic relatedness. For example,
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as noted in the Introduction, perceptual similarities between refer-

ents of concrete words (particularly nouns) can also be informative

about similarities in meaning (Hills et al., 2009; Peters & Borovsky,

2019).Moreover, there is evidence that children linkwords that denote

perceptually similar referents (Wojcik & Saffran, 2013). In addition,

although the relationship between the sound of aword and itsmeaning

is typically arbitrary, languages also contain instances in which words

that sound similar are similar in meaning (e.g., the “gl” onset common

in words related to vision or light in English, such as “gleem”, “glimmer”

and “glance”) (Bergen, 2004;Dingemanse et al., 2015). Therefore,word

co-occurrence may complement and reinforce other sources of word

learning to build rich bodies of semantic word knowledge.

3.2 Development of learning regularities of word
use

A key motivation for the present studies consisted of evidence that

even infants and young children can learn simple co-occurrence reg-

ularities, whereas regularities of occurrence in similar contexts that

play a key role in the distributional hypothesis may be difficult to learn

even for adults, and are particularly challenging for young children.

However, as noted in the Introduction, evidence that can shed light on

the development of children’s sensitivity to regularities of word use is

relatively limited.

For example, semantically organizedword knowledge emerges over

days,months, and years of accumulating language exposure.Moreover,

influential accounts of the acquisition of semantically organized knowl-

edge point to such extensive exposure and opportunities for memory

consolidation as critical facets of this process (e.g., Kumaran et al.,

2016). In contrast, studies to date have primarily assessed learning of

statistical regularities given a single session of exposure (though see

Savic et al., 2022, Study 2 for a recent exception). Therefore, future

research into the development of learning statistical regularities of

word use over extended periods of time could provide greater insight

into the regularities that contribute to thedevelopmentof semantically

organized word knowledge.

Another vital but largely unexplored question is whether and

how children integrate multiple cues to similarity in meaning across

development. As noted in the preceding section, co-occurrence may

complement other cues to similarity in meaning available for some

words, such as the perceptual similarity of their referents or simi-

larity in sound of the words themselves. Thus, future research could

investigate whether children capitalize on this convergence when it is

available, or flexibly utilize different cues when they do not converge.

Moreover, to build beyond the evidence that children struggle to learn

occurrence in similar contexts, future research could explore whether

children nevertheless use this regularity to learn similarity in meaning

when it is supported by other cues.

In addition, children’s real-world language input containsmore vari-

ability than the language input analyzed in the present study, given that

the corpora were processed tomergemorphological variants of words

into a single word form. This processing implements an assumption

that learned co-occurrence regularities can generalize across word

forms: for example, that hearing the words “dogs” and “cats” co-occur

contributes to learning a semantic association between “dog” and

“cat”. However, morphological learning typically unfolds over the first

few years of life (Cazden, 1968; Marquis & Shi, 2012; Tomasello &

Olguin, 1993). Thus, to shed further light onto how regularities ofword

use shape the emergence of semantically organized word knowledge,

future research could investigate the development of generalizing

statistical regularities of word use across word forms.

4 CONCLUSION

In principle, regularities of word use in language may provide a rich

source of information about word meanings. The present findings

reveal that even within strong developmental constraints on input

and learning mechanisms, these regularities can play a powerful role

in building semantic knowledge about words during development.

Therefore, exposure to regularities of word use provides a viable

developmental account of how young children’s burgeoning word

knowledge becomes semantically organized.
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